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This report contains requests for resources that emerged from the first annual assessment audit, 

completed in November 2018, for use in planning by the BPC, SPG, and Cabinet. Not all units took the 

opportunity to link assessment to resource requests; many demonstrated effective progress toward 

planning goals without the need for further resources. The first section lists all units’ resource requests 

that are solidly justified with assessment data and/or fulfillment of a strategic planning goal, and the 

CAC recommends them for consideration on that basis. The second section lists requests for resources 

that would need further or alternate justification, as the assessment and planning goals provided do not 

clearly point to the request made by the unit. The second section also responds to reports that did not 

include requests for resources. 

 

The following data from the Assessment Audit is organized by line number according to the Lime Survey 

results spreadsheet, then data is presented in the following order: 

Line #. Division/Department: 

Unit director:  

Resource request: 

Program goal supported: 

Strategic Planning Goal supported: 

Assessment demonstrating need for resources: 

CAC recommendation: 

 

I. Resource requests well justified by assessment data and/or strategic planning goals 

 

**Line #:14: Division/ Department: Athletics (Student and campus life) 

● Unit Director: Angelo Zegarelli (Bonfiglio, now Braverman) 
● Resource Request: (1) Increase staffing for extended training room hours, (2) Hire a Certified 

Strength and Conditioning Coach, (3) Expand size of training facility, and improve temperature 
control, ventilation, and housekeeping, (4) “double current staffing” in training room 

● Program Goal Supported: Access and Success; Advancing the Public Good; Resilience and 
Sustainability 

● Strategic Planning Goal Supported: Pursue innovative and proactive retention and student 
success strategies / Provide a welcoming and inclusive environment / Connect scholarly 
resources of the College to appropriate projects in the surrounding community and other 
partner communities / Maintain and redesign facilities, as possible, to create effective learning 
environments to reduce liability and improve quality of training 

● Assessment Demonstrating Need for Resource: Other than stating significant increases in “daily 
treatments” (understood as rehab for injuries) when comparing the last three academic years, 
there are no data provided to support requests 1 and 2. In addition, they increased treatment 
staffing (2.5 to 3 trainers) and training room hours (4 to 6) for 2018-2019. An “external review” 
resulted in requests 3 and 4. Housekeeping was increased to daily for 2018-2019. 



Committee recommendation to unit: Provide more data in support of items 1 and 2. Assess the need 

for more training hours, in relation to the already increased hours, to demonstrate continued need. The 

outside reviewer suggested doubling the training room staff, and that had not happened as of 11/18.  In 

regard to resource request 3; the CAC should forward it to the SPG. 

Recommendation: Move forward to SPG and Facilities Planning. Look for a portion to begin funding 
now, based on current assessment of needs. 

Line # 18. Division/Department: Acad Affairs/Education 

● Unit Director: Dennis Showers 
● Resource request: 

○ Advisement support for Adolescence Education students (0.5 FTE, $30,000 per year) 

○ Transportation in support of field experiences ($10,000 per year) 

● Professional Learning/Development resources for faculty and staff (related to ethnic, linguistic 

intellectual, gender, and economic diversity) 

○ Program goal supported 

● Program Goal supported: Based on alumni surveys, there is a documented need to improve 

candidates’ ability to understand and work with a wide range of students (e.g., cultural, special 

education, settings, family units, gender/sexual 

○ Strengthen faculty oversight/governance of curriculum 

○ Pursue innovative and proactive retention and student success strategies 

○ Provide a welcoming and inclusive environment 

● Program Goal supported: Based on alumni surveys and faculty input there is a need to create a 

better sense of belongingness for our teacher candidates. The SOE will provide opportunities for 

social connections among students and faculty within each program and improve advising for 

adolescence education teacher candidates. 

○ Pursue innovative and proactive retention and student success strategies 

○ Provide a welcoming and inclusive environment 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported; In order to increase the variety of placement options and 

predictability of placement for field experiences in academic programs, faculty and staff in the 

SOE will develop partnerships/MOUs and basic requirements that ensure mutually beneficial 

partnerships with our schools in the region. 

○ Build a more effective and integrated learning and information infrastructure 

○ Strengthen our engagement with local and regional communities including alumni 

○ Enhance our capacity as a public cultural resource 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resources: Summary of SOE Data Retreat supports the 

need for advisement to be more inclusive of the Adolescent Ed majors and the need for more 

training for students on diversity, particularly economic need and classroom management. The 

need for transportation was not explicitly addressed in the summary. The summary mentioned 

that alumni were predominantly placed in rural or suburban districts.  

 



Recommendation: Find out  whether training or transportation would be a short term goal we can fund. 

Adolescent Ed students feeling a part of School of Ed: recommend to work with departments, in 

advisement process provide a second advisor. 

 

Line # 22. Division/Department: Acad Affairs/Chemistry 

● Unit Director: Kazu Yokoyama 

● Resource Request: 1. Support involvement of alumni with students and faculty on campus and 

at professional conferences. 

○ 2. Support to teach students about research opportunities on and off campus 

○ 3. Support faculty standardize multi-section chemistry classes 

● Program Goal supported: 1. strengthen department’s relationship with chemistry alumni 

○ 2. educate majors in how to maximize the opportunities for learning chemistry 

○ 3. greater degree of consistency in curriculum, rigor, and grade distributions across 

multi-section, multi-instructor courses. 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: 1. Strengthen our engagement with local and regional 

communities including alumni 

○ 2. Pursue curricular innovation, build a more effective and integrated learning and 

information infrastructure, pursue innovative and proactive retention and student 

success strategies, provide a welcoming and inclusive environment. Learning, creativity, 

inclusivity. 

○ 3. Pursue curricular innovation; build a more effective and integrated learning and 

information infrastructure, 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: The assessment linked in the audit addresses 

Program Learning Outcomes 2 (knowledge of the 5 areas of chemistry) and 4 (written and oral 

language proficiency). The former can be linked to requests 2 and 3 fairly directly: faculty note 

DUCK exam scores have been trending downward, which is postulated to be because of higher 

numbers of majors. Reinforcing skills by increasing access to research and assuring consistency 

of quality instruction in large section courses may improve PLO 2. 

 

Recommendations: #1 SA has funding students can apply for; #2,3 potential short term funding through 

Provost’s Office 

 

**Line # 25. Division/Department: Acad Affairs/Department of Languages and Literatures 

● Unit Director: Kodjo Adabra 

● Resource request: Unspecified funding to support their faculty-led study abroad programs and 

the Center for Languages and Cultures, which provides cultural programming, volunteer 

opportunities and free language tutoring.  

● Program Goal supported: This supports program goals to increase students' oral language 

proficiency, competency in cultural connections and communication, and to increase enrollment 

and retention in Languages and Literatures. 

● Strategic Planning Goal supported: The request supports Strategic Plan goals to pursue 

curricular innovation, innovative and proactive retention and success strategies, and addresses 

welcoming environment and engagement with communities, and inclusivity. 



● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: assessment indicates students need more 

support to attain benchmarks in oral proficiency; supporting study abroad, on campus activities 

that immerse students in languages, and language tutoring are well justified by assessment 

 

Recommendation: short term: support of on campus activities in target languages; apply through 

Provost’s office 

 

Line # 42. Division/Department: Academic Affairs/Access Opportunity Programs 

● Unit Director: Flossie Stephens 

● Resource Request: Additional funding is necessary in order to increase recruitment, yield events 

and to organize an AOP Open House. Additional funding is also needed in order to organize a 

Senior Retreat. 

● Program Goal supported: 1) Increase AOP Recruitment efforts by increasing AOP recruitment, 

yield events and creating AOP Open House.  2) Increase AOP retention efforts by implementing 

an AOP Mentoring Program: AOP Alumni, Geneseo faculty and staff will serve as mentors to AOP 

sophomores. 3) Strengthen AOP Alumni connections by implementing an AOP Senior Retreat. 

This retreat will provide career development and professional development workshops to  AOP 

seniors. The purpose of this retreat is to help students prepare for life after Geneseo. 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported:  Pursue innovative and proactive retention and student 

success strategies, provide a welcoming and inclusive environment 

Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Not provided 

Recommendation: assess and gather data to support this request, which is well aligned with SP 

Check with Flossie re 2019 data and potential short term funding 

 

Line # 43. Division/Department: Biology 

● Unit Director: Robert O’Donnell 

● Resource Request: Funding to improve success and retention of all students in Gen Bio I & II. 

● Program Goal supported: Improve success and retention of all students in Gen Bio I & II  

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: Pursue Curricular Innovation, Build a more effective and 

integrated learning and information infrastructure, Pursue innovative and proactive retention 

and student success strategies, Provide a welcoming and inclusive environment, Learning, 

Mission 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Data provided demonstrates the high 

percentage of D,E grades in the introductory courses and, thus, the need to provide support 

services to decrease the number of D/E/W grades. Assessment of first program implementation 

demonstrates success in improving student performance and sense of community within the 

Biology department.  

Recommendation: Move forward for short term funding. Potential continuation of fall section for new 

BIOL majors at risk, ACCC. Provost’s office is already funding continuation of this program. 

 



II Resource Requests not well justified with reference to program goals, strategic planning goals or 

departmental assessment, or no resources requested. Where feasible the CAC has responded with a 

recommendation. 

NB These may be important requests, but it is beyond the purview of the CAC to determine their 

importance. 

 

line # 2. - Finance and Administration: [request submitted by Stooks/Ames]: 

● Resource Request: Need more training through HR for fire code compliance; 

● Program Goal supported: Improved fire compliance to Federal and State codes; 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: Enhance and promote sustainable practices in all divisions 

and programs; and 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource:  Fire Code Compliance based on State 

inspections. 

Recommendation: division should pursue this goal, Brice will follow up 

line # 3. - Finance and Administration: [request submitted by Stooks/Ames]: 

● Resource Request: Staffing improvements will result in faster project completion; 

● Program Goal supported: Reduction in backlog and  time to completion; 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: Enhance and promote sustainable practices in all divisions 

and programs; and 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Delivery of services to internal campus 

customers (faculty, staff, departments...). 

Recommendation: none at this time 

line # 5. - Finance and Administration [request submitted by DeZarn]: 

● Resource Request: Need more money to do more outreach for sustainability; 

● Program Goal supported: Improved outreach for sustainability; 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: Enhance and promote sustainable practices in all divisions 

and programs; and 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Community Outreach. In FY18 Sustainability 

students participated in 10 outreach events over this time, reaching approximately 200 

individuals. 

Recommendation: address within division 

Line # 9. - Finance and Administration [request submitted by Anchor]: 

● Resource Request: Need additional staff to focus on MWBE compliance[regs to become more 

onerous January 2020] ; 
● Program Goal supported: MWBE compliance as expressed in the NYS Executive Law Article 

15-A, Section 313(1); 



● Strategic Planning Goals supported: Enhance and promote sustainable practices in all divisions 

and programs; and 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: - Increase Minority Business Enterprise use. 

Although overall MWBE rates have been met in the past, they fell short on meeting the "MBE" 

goal by 2.15% and 4.57%, in FY16 and FY17 , respectively. Compliance is becoming increasingly 

difficult based on current staffing. 

Recommendation: address within division, using vacant line 

Line # 20. Academic Affairs/Communication 

● Unit director: Andrew Herman, Dept Chair, Comm 

● Resource request: Request for support for writing in COMM. Develop a 1-credit INTD 

practicum/lab that offers continuing education on writing fundamentals and could be required 

of students after successfully completing their introductory writing course into their upper level 

seminars. 

● Program goal supported: Scaffold student writing to include more opportunity for feedback and 

revision 

● Strategic Planning Goal supported: Pursue Curricular Innovation, Build a more effective and 

integrated learning and information infrastructure, Provide a welcoming and inclusive 

environment 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resources: Department is redesigning major based on 

assessment. With regard to writing, one important change is the addition of a communication 

major introduction course. In that course, students will likely complete several writing 

assignments that focus on their ability to clearly express communication-related ideas via 

written work. The departmental writing requirement will be shifted from the current 

requirements in COMN 103 and 160 to this new introductory course. Students in the major 

introduction course will also learn American Psychological Association format, as well as basics 

of research and source interpretation. It is our hope that this more focused approach to the 

writing education of our majors will produce more desirable outcomes. In future assessments, 

student writing assignments will be evaluated in that new major introduction course, as well as 

in new courses at the 200, 300, and 400 levels. 

Recommendation: none; INTD 105/106 is under review and may help solve COMN writing 

 

Line # 21. Division/Department: Acad Affairs/Psychology 

● Unit Director: Matt Pastizzo 

● Resource Request: Additional faculty will help to ensure that we can support our large number 

of majors in terms of advisement, research experience, and course offerings 

● Program Goal supported: To explore ways to improve the efficiency of our advisement. 

○ Pursue innovative and proactive retention and student success strategies 

○ Provide a welcoming and inclusive environment 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: To identify and address potential bottlenecks in our new 

major. 

○ Pursue innovative and proactive retention and student success strategies 

○ Provide a welcoming and inclusive environment 



● Assessment demonstrating need for resources: 

● Additional faculty is vague; survey indicates that 53% of old majors have difficulty in registering 

in required courses. They do provide evidence that the research methods course should be 

restricted to psych majors. They say how many seats were offered, but no information was given 

as to the number of seats that went unfilled. If they had indicated they needed more faculty to 

teach another section of statistics, the data presented would seem to support that. It appears 

psych minors took 8 seats in the statistics/research methods course; deactivating the minor 

does not seem to provide much relief. At the end they discuss challenges with taking Biology 

courses in a timely fashion and at the beginning they give the example of students of difficulty 

getting into the biologically based courses. Is the difficulty due to lack of seats in psych courses 

or inability to take the required Biology pre-req? 

Recommendation: use assessment process to support this request; use faculty hiring process each April 

 

Line #: 26. Division/Department: Enrollment Management/Financial Aid 
● Unit Director: Susan Romano 
● Resource Request: Additional Financial Aid Counselors/Staff 
● Program Goal Supported: Improved processing efficiencies 
● Strategic Planning Goal Supported: Increase recruitment of qualified applicants that represent a 

diverse student population/ Increase outreach to qualified applicants through new initiatives, 
creative programming and increased faculty and staff involvement 

● Assessment Demonstrating Need for Resource: In the spring of 2018, a financial aid consulting 
firm, FA Experts, reviewed our office workload and current administrative burden. The 
recommendation of the consultants is that we are understaffed by 3 professionals. 

Update: No new funds are being requested for additional positions. One counselor was approved and 
hired in 2018/19. 
 
Line #: 27. Division/Department: Enrollment Management/Admissions 

● Unit Director: Kimberly Harvey 
● Resource Request: Continued support of Niche, as a marketing/recruitment tool 
● Program Goal Supported: Improved processing efficiencies 
● Strategic Planning Goal Supported: Increase recruitment of qualified applicants that represent a 

diverse student population/ Increase outreach to qualified applicants through new initiatives, 
creative programming and increased faculty and staff involvement 

● Assessment Demonstrating Need for Resource: Application and recruit data are run in two 
different reports in Banner.  We had a total of 959 applicants with Niche as a contact (but it was 
not their first contact). 724 students were admitted and 194 students (26.8%) paid a deposit to 
enroll. To date there are 1,624 students (recruit file) with a Niche contact and 542 of these 
students are listed as the first and only contact (33.4%). 

Update: The Contract with Niche was terminated. No resources needed for this project.  
 
Line #: 27. Division/Department: Enrollment Management/Admissions 

● Unit Director: Kimberly Harvey 
● Resource Request: Continued support of NYC bus trips 
● Program Goal Supported: Coordinate at least 1 additional bus trip to Geneseo 



● Strategic Planning Goal Supported: Increase recruitment of qualified applicants that represent a 
diverse student population/ Increase outreach to qualified applicants through new initiatives, 
creative programming and increased faculty and staff involvement 

● Assessment Demonstrating Need for Resource: The activity created opportunities for admitted 
students from NYC to visit Geneseo. A total of three bus trips were hosted in spring 2018. 61 out 
of 144 (42.4%) yielded from bus trip for 2016-17; 36 out of 103 (35%) yielded from bus trip for 
2017-18. 

Update: No new college resources are being requested at this time for this project. This will be 
addressed within the division.  
 

Line # 29. Division/Department:  Acad Affairs/History 

Unit Director: Justin Behrend 

● Resource Request (CA):  hire five more tenure-track faculty. 

● Program Goal supported:  finalize departmental curriculum revisions, hire at least one 

tenure-track faculty member in global history, continue to develop outreach programs. 

● Strategic Planning Goals Supported:  

● Assessment demonstrating need for resources: 
https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/acadassess/HIST+Assessment+Results+2017-18 

● Geiser-Getz Opinion:  we already have a process for chairs/deans to use when requesting 

additional faculty.  While the unit director in this case can certainly mention strategic planning 

goals in a proposal, I don’t think it would be appropriate to respond positively to this request 

outside of the process that we use currently. 

Recommendation: Use faculty hiring process created by Glenn Geiser-Getz 

 

Line # 31. Division/Department:  Acad Affairs/Business 

Unit Director: Mary Ellen Zuckerman 

● Resource Request:  hire/retain qualified faculty with competitive compensation, provide 

scholarship funding. 

● Program Goal supported:  focus on high-quality, rigorous education, prepare students for 

professional success through academic and professional development activities which engage 

practitioners and alumni in the education process, creation of a pilot study abroad companion 

course for semester-long programs to be implemented for academic year 2019-2020. 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resources: 
https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/acadassess/Assessment+Results+2015 

● Geiser-Getz Opinion:  we already have a process for chairs/deans to use when requesting 

additional faculty.  While the unit director in this case can certainly mention strategic planning 

goals in a proposal, I don’t think it would be appropriate to respond positively to this request 

outside of the process that we use currently. 

Recommendation: Use faculty hiring process created by Glenn Geiser-Getz 

 

Line # 35. Division/Department:  Art History 

Unit Director: Lynette Bosch-Burroughs 

● Resource Request:  hire full-time and part-time faculty. 

https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/acadassess/HIST+Assessment+Results+2017-18
https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/acadassess/Assessment+Results+2015


● Program Goal supported:  integrative learning, community engagement, understanding 

terminology used in art history. 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resources: 
https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/acadassess/How+ArtH+Has+Closed+the+Assessment+Loop 

● Geiser-Getz Opinion:  we already have a process for chairs/deans to use when requesting 

additional faculty.  While the unit director in this case can certainly mention strategic planning 

goals in a proposal, I don’t think it would be appropriate to respond positively to this request 

outside of the process that we use currently. 

Recommendation: Use faculty hiring process created by Glenn Geiser-Getz 

 

Line # 36. Academic Affairs/Philosophy 

Unit director: David Levy, Dept Chair, Phil 

● Resource request: 

● 1. A dedicated physical space for support of student learning and facilitation of student-faculty 

mentorship. 

● 2. Scholarships earmarked for students from local/rural communities and/or from underserved 

populations who intend to study Philosophy (or the Humanities more generally). 

● 3. In light of nearly universal lack of introduction to philosophy in standard high school curricula, 

enriched institutional support for disseminating information about what philosophy is and what 

the value of studying it is (including efforts by Admissions to recruit students on the basis of 

interest vs. intended major). 

● Program goal supported: Scaffold student writing to include more opportunity for feedback and 

revision 

● Strategic Planning Goal supported: Pursue Curricular Innovation, Build a more effective and 

integrated learning and information infrastructure, Increase recruitment of qualified applicants 

that represent a diverse student population, Values: Learning, Values: Creativity, Values: 

Inclusivity, Values: Civic Responsibility 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resources: Assessment is all related to learning outcomes 

to demonstrate knowledge of the major concepts, theories, and issues—and the arguments 

relating to them—in some of the following areas: Value Theory, Social/Political Philosophy, 

Philosophy of Religion, Philosophy of Science, Philosophy of Mind, Philosophy of Language, 

Logic, Phenomenology & Existentialism, Non-Western Philosophy. The assessment data does not 

seem to relate to the resource request. 

Recommendation: Request through Provost’s resource request; in the future design assessment to 

present data on needs 

 

Line # 37. Student and Campus Life/Career Development 

● Unit Director: Jess Stack Lombardo (hired since request) 

● Resource Request: Handshake 

● Program Goal supported: Improve student access to employment opportunities 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: X:    Pursue innovative and proactive retention and student 

success strategies 

https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/acadassess/How+ArtH+Has+Closed+the+Assessment+Loop


● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Technology audit which benchmarked  the 

current technology we use against similar institutions within SUNY and within COPLAC 

Resolved; Handshake has been implemented 

 

Line # 44. Division/Department: Department of Music request 

● Unit Director: Gerry Floriano 

● Resource request: Unspecified fund for ongoing musical instrument repair and replacement, 

and upgrading of music software 

● Program Goal supported: “Analysis, Development, Closing the Loop” are the stated program 

goals; the relationship between the request and the program goals is unclear. 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: The request will help to build a more effective and 

integrated learning and information infrastructure, assist in student success, and the instrument 

maintenance fund will enhance our capacity as a cultural resource. The request aligns well with 

planning goals. 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: The cited assessment does not directly support 

the resource requests;  

Recommendation: Software for practicing sight reading skills is indicated but can also be requested via 

Tech Fees or Provost’s resource request form 

 

Line # 45. Division/Department: Student and Campus Life/Health and Counseling 

● Unit Director:  [request submitted by Dr. Radi] 

● Resource request: more funds for diverse hires [personnel] in campus health care; 

● more funds for counselors in new South Hall location; and 
● more funds for the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Centers (AAAHC) 

re-accreditation process. 
● Program Goal supported: increased diverse presence in health care on campus; equip and fully 

staff the new South Village Health Center; and achieve a three-year re-accreditation by the 

AAAHC. 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: Goal One - Values: Civic Responsibility, provide a 

welcoming and inclusive environment; Goal Two - Mission, Values inclusivity, sustainability; and 

Goal Three - Values: learning, sustainability. 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Student satisfaction; Campus Nurse Utilization in 

the Service of Under-served Populations; and Impact of Scheduling Changes on Health Clinician 

Availability. 

Recommendation: some projects moved forward; wait for new administrator to express and justify 

need. 

 

Line # 46. Division/Department: Acad Affairs/Office of the Registrar 

● Unit Director: Kimberley Willis 

● Resource request: Unspecified amount to archive paper files 

● Program Goals supported: eliminate paper files, improve antiquated systems, improve 

customer service through efficiency and effectiveness 



● Strategic Planning Goals supported: building infrastructure, strengthening relationships with 

alumni, sustainable practices would all be enhanced by supporting this project. 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Improving efficiency and effectiveness. This 

initiative could probably be funded with increased work study or secretarial staffing. 

Recommendation:  finish new hires then see if more staffing needed  

 

Line # 51. Division/Department: Acad Affairs/ Biochemistry 

● Unit Director: Eric Helms 

● Resource Request: More lab time is needed for accreditation, so they need either more faculty 

to teach labs and/or fewer students. 

● Program Goal supported: Determine if Biochemistry should apply for ASBMB accreditation. 

Analyze the Biochemistry Curriculum with respect to the Physics requirement, laboratory 

requirements, Biology Department course changes, and plethora of somewhat similiar 

Biochemistry courses. 

● Strategic Planning Goals supported: Pursue Curricular Innovation, Build a more effective and 

integrated learning and information infrastructure, Increase the yield of qualified applicants that 

represent a diverse population, Learning 

● Assessment demonstrating need for resource: Biochem program was compared to standards 

for the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology accreditation. Concerns were: 

(1) high enrollment and advising demands on bio, (2) loss of chemistry faculty, and (3) limited 

support for faculty-student scholarship. 

Recommendation: drop in majors means this data is likely old; check against 2019 audit 


